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What is active learning?

All learning is inherently active;  students are 
therefore actively involved while listening to 
formal presentations in the classroom
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Disagree



What some people say 
about retention

Lecture 5%

Reading 10%

Audio-Visual 15%

Demonstration 30%

Discussion Groups 50%

Practice by doing 75%

Teaching each other 90%



Why it should be done

Deeper learning vs. surface learning

Understanding different styles of learning

Using material to make connections

Communication is not one way

among students and between student vs. profs



Challenges of Active learning
Why it’s not done

large classes 

students’ willingness

teachers’ ability or fear

logistics:  setting up and other material needed

physical space

Time



C d i

Effort

Benefit

Cooperative Learning Exercises 

Course re-design

Interactive Lecture



1.  The Interactive Lecture1.  The Interactive Lecture

Many ways to make your lecture interactive

what are tools we can use?

-one minute paper
-mock exam questions
-think-pair-share

and...iClickers



-hand-held devices for collecting student 
responses

What are iClickers?



A.  to assess student knowledge (pre and post 
teaching)

B.  to provide quick feedback about concepts

C.  to recap main points from last class

D.  to gauge student opinion/public opinion

E.  all of the above

How are they used?



A. Political party 

B.  Local candidate

C.  Leader

D.  Past preferences

E.  Something else

What matters most when you vote?



A.  physiological needs (food & shelter)

B.  security/safety

C.  belongingness and love

D.  need to know and understand

E.  aesthetic needs

What is the most important value for 
me?



gives students a stake in their choice

allows for break-up of lectures into discussion

provides opportunity for active learning

provide opportunity for inter-university comparison

students like them 

Benefits?



the additional cost of $40 per student

less time for course content

registration issues for students

potential moderate grade inflation if attached to grades

the challenge of writing meaningful questions

Costs?



2.  Cooperative Learning Exercises2.  Cooperative Learning Exercises

Redesign components of your course but lecture is 
still main component
-debates
-peer teaching
-case studies
-role playing



Learning must have multiple approaches.



Success = knowledge acquisition but also engagement



3.  Course re-design3.  Course re-design

Blended learning

Component of material on line vs. in person

Less lecturing and replacing content with on-line 
resources including lecture capture

Inversion of lecture and tutorial as learning model 



One doesn’t discover new lands without losing sight 
of the shore.
Andre Gidé
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